
Chester & District Radio Society Questionnaire – September 2010 

 

From time to time the committee seeks to test the opinions of members to ensure that our 
programme of meetings and events is in line with the general consensus of opinion.   Please 
take time to complete the questionnaire and return it (by hand, post or email) to our 
Hon Secretary by the end of September.  

The questionnaire uses the popular system of testing your agreement to a statement.  

Please mark each item with a number from 0 to 10, such that a mark of 0 means you 

completely disagree and a mark of 10 means you are in full agreement.  

Don’t sit on the fence!       

Statement I agree with the statement  

1. We have enough lectures on general technical issues  

2.  We have enough lectures on operating practices  

3.  We have enough lectures on older/obsolete 

equipment 

 

4.  We have enough lectures on antennas  

5.  We have enough lectures on data modes  

6.  We have enough lectures on construction techniques  

7.  We have enough construction projects for equipment 

owned by the club 

 

8.  We have enough construction projects for equipment 

owned by members 

 

9.  We have the right number of Operating Evenings 

each month 

 

10.  We have enough Surplus Equipment Sales  

11.   We have enough Outdoor Operating events during 

the year 

 

12. I like meetings looking back on our old photo/video 

archives 

 

13.  I like meetings looking at videos of current 

members shacks 

 

14.  I like interactive meetings where we can all talk 

about equipment we own 

 



15.  I look forward to our annual constructional contest  

16.  I like Inter Club activities such as the quizzes like 

we have with the WADRC 

 

17.  I like lectures/demonstrations on new equipment  

18.  I would like more lectures by external speakers on 

Amateur Radio topics 

 

19.  I would like more lectures by representatives of the 

RSGB 

 

20.  I would like more lectures by representatives of 

RAYNET 

 

21.  I would like more meetings where we demonstrate 

equipment working 

 

22.  I would like more lectures on test equipment  

23.  I would definitely not come to a meeting on : 

 

 

24.  I would definitely come to a meeting on (not listed above) : 

 

 

 

Please add below any other comments which you think would improve our 

meetings, or on other matters (good or bad) about CDRS. 

 

 

 

 


